
*Wit & Wisdom in Sync™* delivers everything you love about *Wit & Wisdom®* in a way that allows seamless switching between learning at home and in the classroom.

**We believe:**

- All students need access to high quality direct instruction on new content
- Teacher facilitated peer-to-peer discourse is a vital element of student learning
- Capturing daily hand-drawn work and writing is important
- Incorporating a one-on-one discussion-based element to assessments is key for measuring student progress
**At a glance**

Our team of teachers combined extensive knowledge of instructional best practices with in-depth analysis of what schools and districts need to design a model for continuous learning and excellence in this changing educational landscape.

**For teachers**

- **Learn Anywhere Plan** provides module and daily lesson pacing when toggling between home and school
- **Wit & Wisdom in Sync User Guide** helps teachers understand how to use *Wit & Wisdom in Sync*
- **Wit & Wisdom Projected Slides** for use during online instruction or discussions with students
- **Digital Teacher Edition** allows teachers to explore full *Wit & Wisdom* lessons and resources to understand the context of the grade, lesson set, and module
- **Digital Assessments** through our **Affirm** portal for assignable assessment and reporting at the item, student, and class level
- **Learn Anywhere with Wit & Wisdom in Sync** coaching supports leaders in implementing the Learn Anywhere Plan in their district or school context

**For students**

- **Daily Videos** available in English and Spanish
- **Digital Classwork** in the digital student edition that includes activities to support each lesson
- **Print Core Texts** from the *Wit & Wisdom* Core Text Library that includes texts for every student to take home *(sold separately)*
- **Vocab in Sync** with vocabulary videos in English and Spanish to help students preview and practice essential vocabulary

**Questions?** Contact us at 202.223.1854 or via email at info@greatminds.org